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About This Content

Night Fever!

Moonlight filtering through a sleeping forest, early morning mist filling the fields, a light show on the fairgrounds and a flock of
FPV quads competing on a neon-track. The world of Liftoff has Night Fever!

This DLC Includes

A nighttime version of Straw Bale

A nighttime version of Pine Valley

A glow party version of Minus Two

A nighttime version of Autumn Fields

A nighttime version of Liftoff Arena

A nighttime version of Hannover

A nighttime version of Paris Drone Festival
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A nighttime version of The Pit

A nighttime version of The Green

A nighttime version of Hall 26

A nighttime version of Bardwell's Yard

A cyberpunk version of The Drawing Board

20 exclusive glow in the dark frame skins

Exclusive glow in the dark propellers

2 new themed songs by Nightime Burnout
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Title: Liftoff - Night Fever
Genre: Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
LuGus Studios
Publisher:
LuGus Studios
Release Date: 18 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5 2.4Ghz or better

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 960 / Radeon HD 7750 or better, 1GB video card memory

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

Additional Notes: Only playable with a game controller or remote. Single screen setups recommended. Integrated Intel HD
graphics cards not recommended.

English,French
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This is fun if you are a fan of the Ducklife flashgame series. Not too hard, and feels just like the series as a whole but with
fighting instead of racing. A simple yet fun game.

However, there are glitches and it crashes frequently. And like the other reviews said, there are issues that need to be fixed.
There are consistent bugs that happen. The aforementioned issues can make the game near unplayable. If you are ok with
dealing with the issues, it's worth a try.. How play in this game????. At $3 this a steal.

Find the "squirrel jackhammer" for some real fun.

Well worth the ending! Just wow.. A fine double-jump-based platformer with tight gameplay and great music. The menus are a
bit glitchy (be careful not to unlock the same upgrades twice by mistake) and some features, like controller support for all
buttons (I had to use Joy2Key to map the remaining controls) are not yet available, but it's well worth playing through for fans of
old school action platfomers.

I'll look out for more from the same developer.. gave me a head-ache. kind of hard to maneuver. 18 hours in so far; and I have
to say, I like it. I noticed someone complaining about the $99 price tag, in case you haven't noticed, this is a simulator, not a
game. I'm not going to go in depth with everything because I have only messed around with photofields and flying several
different models. The game has run solid, graphics in the photofields look great to me, I didn't care too much for the polygon
maps. The editor to me is worth the money alone, I've enjoyed importing 10,000 x 5,000 rez equirectangular panoramas and
then adding obstacles to the map a lot. You can also create your own or edit existing models too. Comparing this simulator to the
real deal, which I'm an addict of.......it's point on. This simulator will definitely better ones skills and assist in teaching one to
become natural with the reverse controls of rc aircraft. I run an I7 4ghz, 16gb ram and an old gtx 970, game runs great and fast
on windows 10/64 for me. PS, surprisingly the 360 controllers work great with tihs simulator, of course nothing is like using
your actual transmitter, but analogs, (which I hate) work really good on this. I forgot I had a PS4, I'm going to try those
controllers next, I'm sure those pads would be better since their analog sticks are horizontally aligned to each other.. If you like
Poker then you will love this game! I realy enjoy it and I`m pretty bad on playing Poker lol.

You can earn good money on challanging the Game and win on the table, there are 3 prices to get so if you cant be number 1
then maybe number 3. If you risk too much you can loose realy quick on this game and continue will be realy hard because you
need money to play and the day salary depend on how much houses or banks you owen in a city.

9 of 10 Points from me. The potential is there for being a great sim, but the fact none of my accumulative orders ever actually
"accumulate" means that they all fail. That combined with no in or out of game wiki means I can't look up on why things aren't
working. Needs some patches before properly playable I think.. I realize it when games want a particular "play space" to make
sure that your experience is best. Through most of them still have some sort of movement. Being stuck in the same spot without
any ability to Virtualy move is kinda anoying. just add any movement options so i can enjoy the game you built.
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A good friend of mine sent me this game about a year ago, I played it early today out of boredom and with only 0.4 hours I am
glad to say that I have become a being of another plane, the acting is triffled only by the acts of Bruce Cabot in the hit movie
Fancy Pants, audio has this realxing sense of ease while also keeping you on the edge of your seat for whats to come, story is
better than most Triple A games, and don't even get me started on how much connection there is between the player and the
diverse cast; In conclusion, this game is a solid 9/10 for me, would suggest to casual and hardcore gamers alike. I was looking
through some random forums for decent old school space ship shooters on Steam, and Satazius was mentioned "A LOT", I
thought "Satazius huh? Kinda sounds like Gradius, I'll give it a whirl".... And my god, if sounding like Gradius is one thing,
looking and playing like Gradius is another.

Satazius is an exceptional game that has CAPCOM's seal of approval, and it's one of the better inde shooters I've played.
Basically take Gradius, and take away all of it's medication, force feed it a diet of protein shakes and suffering, then you'll have
something that doesn't even come close to Satazius, this game is hard as hell!!! The beautiful thing about Satazius is that the
similarities are all there, but it's not a shameless rip-off. For a starts it's way harder, and it's a lot prettier.

I find it difficult to write about shooters like this, well because they're pretty much the same. But the moral of the story here is
"Why fix what is not ultimately broken." If CAPCOM put its stamp on it, then it's got to be good right? That's Satazius, an old
school side scrolling space shooter, that get's everything right, no complaints from me. Take it from someone who plays these
games non-stop.

... And seriously... Good luck with this one, it's well hard!. The AI of this game is just horrendous, only the A part is present and
the I part is completely missing. I'd say it's probably written by some drunken high school student as weekend homework and
he's very lazy too so months after the release there's still no improvement at all. I mean come on, please just spend two hours of
your day to add a few lines of if then else into your code, for instance if there are more enemies than allies then don't go
forward, if all enemies are pushing mid then stop farming the whole jungle upside down and join your teammates, if there's a
team fight on the edge of your basis and you're two steps away then just walk there instead of recalling, etc. Or you know what?
If you can't even handle this level of programming then you should quit your job and give it to someone else who does care..
Kiwi hasn't played this game, but he heard it's pretty terrible. So go ahead and play it.. This game is hard. This game is
REALLY hard. It's got great music, solid graphics that are not-too-cute, and the controls are good.

It's really freaking hard, though. Know that going in, and take a look at a couple of guides before you give up.. Absolute worst
purchase I've ever made. Spent hours with the game open trying to figure out what I could do, only to learn the game was that
unfinished. Tried to request a refund, but I bought it back before Steam did refunds. I removed it from my library it was such a
disgrace. I want my $20 back.. I remember playing this game when it first came out and i loved it then
and i've gotta say it's only gotten better with time!
A must have for lovers of tower defence :)
Lush environments and zany enemies with a mass of levels to play and a great sound track to boot
Go solo or co-op with your friends run around with a dentistry lazer on your back? :P
or soup it military style and wreck S*** ? slap it down as a stationary turret n buy another! :P it's all there :D hehe
(personally i prefer the missile launchers for that added sparkle :P )
great boss battles and the dialog's sure to get you a laugh
it also has a world ladder, be the top and stay there? :D
Get the game it is well worth it, you wont be disappointed!. I enjoyed the sequel and look forward to more. keep up the good
work. Check out the first one too peeps.. The most brilliantly egotistic British narrator in all history of entertainment. And if
you're a fan of Fawlty Towers, you'll be happy to see someone modeled after John Cleese's character, and brilliantly so.
Brilliant!
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